The best guide in town with lots of experience!!!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If you want to visit Enkhuizen I can be your guide to show you around
and help you to find your way around in public areas and buildings.
I know all the old spots and the important historic buildings,
the famous churches, the gates and defense fortifications.
There are lots of things to see and to do in and around the old city.
There are several museums and parks to enjoy.
There is a camping area with a sandy beach, a Wonderland children play park, and an open-air
outside museum about the way of life around the IJssellake in the old days.
In the city itself there are many old streets and canals with old fashion modelled houses.
Very exciting for pictures or romantic walks in the evening.
There are several lively harbours in town for old fishing boats and new sail yachts.
I know a lot about the history of the most important buildings
and I can show you all the right places to visit.
I also know my way around in Archives and Libraries if you want to investigate your family-roots.
There are plenty of places to stay, eat and drink in town, for every wallet and every taste.
From good Hotels to simple Bed&Breakfast. From cosy terraces at the harbour
to dark brown fisherman bars in the backstreets.

So, if you need a guide for a couple of hours, a day or a few days, you can
contact me and we’ll make a nice deal. Everything is negotiable.
THIJS POSTMA your GUIDE TO OLD ENKHUIZEN
For one/four persons I charge
10 euro per hour,
30 for one morning/afternoon,
50 for one day, +10 for a meal.
100 for 2 days, all-in.
For five/ten persons I charge
12,50 per hour,
40 for one morning/afternoon,
60 for one day, +12 for a meal.
120 for 2 days, all-in.
Any time of the year.
e-mail: thijs@thijspostma.nl, or call 0228.721745 in Holland, or 00.31.228.721745 when out of Holland.

